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Abstract: The rolling circle mechanism found in viroids and some RNA viruses is a likely way that
replication could have begun in the RNA World. Here, we consider simulations of populations of
protocells, each containing multiple copies of rolling circle RNAs that can replicate non-enzymatically.
The mechanism requires the presence of short self-cleaving ribozymes such as hammerheads, which
can cleave and re-circularize RNA strands. A rolling circle must encode a hammerhead and the
complement of a hammerhead, so that both plus and minus strands can cleave. Thus, the minimal
functional length is twice the length of the hammerhead sequence. Selection for speed of replication
will tend to reduce circles to this minimum length. However, if sequence errors occur when copying
the hammerhead sequence, this prevents cleavage at one point, but still allows cleavage on the next
passage around the rolling circle. Thus, there is a natural doubling mechanism that creates strands
that are multiple times the length of the minimal sequence. This can provide space for the origin of
new genes with beneficial functions. We show that if a beneficial gene appears in this new space, the
longer sequence with the beneficial function can be selected, even though it replicates more slowly.
This provides a route for the evolution of longer circles encoding multiple genes.

Keywords: rolling circle; RNA world; computer simulation; error threshold

1. Introduction

It is likely that RNA replication arose very early in the history of life and that there
was an RNA World stage at which RNA molecules carried out the roles of both genes and
catalysts [1,2]. There has been considerable progress with development of RNA polymerase
ribozymes in the laboratory [3–6], which makes the existence of such ribozymes in the
RNA World seem plausible, although there is still no ribozyme that is able to repeatedly
copy its own sequence. Furthermore, as a newly evolved polymerase would require a
complementary minus strand on which to act, it seems likely that some form of non-
enzymatic replication would be required prior to the origin of polymerases in order to
generate the complementary strand at the same time as the polymerase. In recent years,
there has been considerable experimental progress on non-enzymatic replication [7–12],
although important details are still not understood.

Non-enzymatic synthesis of a complementary strand on a template leads to formation
of a double strand. Double strands are stable under conditions in which the templating
reaction occurs. This suggests that a temperature cycling process is required to separate the
double strands and allow further cycles of replication. However, on cooling, reannealing of
existing strands is rapid compared to synthesis of new complementary strands, therefore
replication driven by temperature cycling is blocked by reannealing. In a very simple model
dealing with replication of a single type of plus and minus strand, reannealing inhibits
replication at a very low strand concentration [13]. However, the possibility remains that
in a diverse mixture of random sequences, reannealing of partially matching strands can
lead to configurations in which productive primer extension and ligation can continue to
occur [14]. It is known that functional ribozymes can be assembled by ligation in sequence
mixtures that contain all the required fragments of the ribozymes [15,16], and it was
suggested [14] that sequence information could be encoded in a mixture if the fragments
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formed a virtual circular genome. However, recent computer simulations of non-enzymatic
synthesis in mixtures of RNA fragments [17] show that functional sequences become
scrambled, even in the limit of zero mutational error, and that sequence information cannot
be passed on.

In view of the problems above, we have suggested that the rolling circle mecha-
nism is a more likely way to get replication started in the RNA World [13]. Rolling circle
replication does not require temperature-cycling to melt double strands because the old
complementary strand is gradually displaced from the template at the same time the new
strand is synthesized. In rolling circle replication, multiple copies of a complementary
strand are synthesized by repeatedly going around the same template strand. The growing
strand contains a self-cleaving hammerhead ribozyme (HHRz) which cleaves the tail of
the growing strand at a set position within the template. The linear strands produced
by the cleavage have the ability to re-circularlize and reinitiate rolling circle replication.
The smallest replicating RNAs in modern biology are viroids that use the rolling circle
mechanism [18]. The idea that circular RNAs may be relics of the RNA World has been
suggested some time ago [19,20]. Though viroid replication depends on protein poly-
merases, ribozyme-driven replication on circular templates has also been shown in the
laboratory [6,21]. Non-enzymatic strand displacement has also been shown to some extent
in the laboratory, but is very slow [22]. If non-enzymatic replication via the rolling circle
mechanism can be achieved, as we proposed [13], this would be a likely point of origin
of RNA replication, because the geometry and chemical nature of the reaction occurring
at the point of RNA synthesis would remain the same through the initial non-enzymatic
stage, a ribozyme catalyzed stage, and eventually a protein catalyzed stage. Thus a smooth
pathway of evolution would be possible. This scenario beginning with circular templates
is supported by recent experiments [23,24] showing that circular strands can arise during
random polymerization of nucleotides.

All RNA World scenarios require a supply of nucleotides. If we follow a “replication-
first” argument, then we assume that there was an abiotic pathway that produced nu-
cleotides by chemical means. If we follow a “metabolism-first” argument, then we say
that there was a pre-existing small-molecule autocatalytic metabolism that was able to
synthesize nucleotides. In what follows, we assume that RNA replication is happening
inside protocells. We assume that a supply of nucleotides is available from abiotic syn-
thesis outside the cells, but it would not make any difference to the results if we assumed
nucleotides are synthesized by a metabolism inside the cells. RNA World scenarios also
need to assume that functional sequences can arise within mixtures of random sequences.
This seems reasonable, because it has been demonstrated that many types of functional
ribozymes can be selected from random pools by in vitro selection methods. However,
the shorter and simpler the ribozyme, the more easily it will arise in a random mixture.
Many types of self-cleaving ribozymes are known [25–31], but we are most interested in
the hammerhead ribozyme here because of its presence in naturally occurring viroids,
and because it is short and simple. The hammerhead is thought to have arisen multiple
times in evolution, and arises relatively easily from random RNA pools in in vitro selection
experiments [32]. If circular strands could be replicated non-enzymatically, then the first
kind of ribozyme that would be required in the history of life would be a hammerhead,
which would be much easier to evolve than the more complicated polymerase ribozyme.

In the current paper we assume that non-enzymatic replication of small circles is
possible, and we ask whether ribozymes of some beneficial function can be encoded on
such circles. We suppose that circles are contained in lipid vesicles (protocells) that can
divide when the RNA strands are multiplying within them. Beneficial genes that increase
the rate of RNA replication by some means will also increase the rate of cell growth and
division and will hence be selected. Evolutionary protocell models show that genes with
beneficial functions can be selected in protocells, whereas they would not be selected
in a well-mixed system without compartments [33]. The beneficial function could be a
polymerase ribozyme which increases the rate of replication above the non-enzymatic
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rate, or a nucleotide synthetase ribozyme that increases the availability of monomers,
or a ribozyme involved in lipid synthesis that increases the availability of membrane
lipids. Several computational models for the cooperation of genes of these types have been
studied [34–37]. Strands encoding beneficial genes are bound to be longer than minimal-
length strands that have no function other than their own replication. Hence, they will
have a disadvantage of replicating more slowly inside a cell. In the rolling circle case
that we consider here, the minimal length circle is double the length of the hammerhead
ribozyme (as it is required to cleave on both plus and minus strands). We therefore consider
competition between minimal-length circles and longer circles that encode additional
beneficial genes as well as the hammerheads.

This problem is related to the evolution of strands containing linked genes. It was
shown some time ago [38] that RNA strands having two linked genes with different
functions could out-compete two separate strands having only one gene each. The linked
strand has the advantage that the two genes replicate and segregate together, but the
disadvantage that replication of the longer strand is slower.

The case of ribozymes on circular chromosomes was studied in [35], where it was
argued that circular chromosomes have advantages over linear chromosomes because repli-
cation can start at any point in the sequence and because the ends of linear chromosomes
tend to degrade. Our own reasons for favoring circular chromosomes are somewhat differ-
ent. We have argued that temperature cycling mechanisms to separate double strands are
not efficient, either because they are inhibited by reannealing [13], or they cannot replicate
sequence information [17], and therefore, that a strand displacement mechanism is required
that does not require temperature cycling. We also showed that strand displacement from
a linear template is very difficult because the short growing complementary strand is
repeatedly displaced by the pre-existing complete complementary strand before it can
reach completion [13]. Replication on a circular template avoids this problem. Therefore, in
the current paper, we assume that only circular strands can replicate. Linear strands which
are cleaved from the rolling circle have some probability of re-circularizing and becoming
templates and some probability of forming folded structures that cannot replicate, but
which can be functional ribozymes if they contain the correct sequence.

Selection for rapid replication tends to reduce template length to the minimum, and
therefore acts against encoding beneficial genes, as in previous models [34,35]. However,
we show that this is countered by an inherent mechanism in rolling circles that leads to
length doubling. Cleavage of the tail from a rolling circle can only occur if the sequence of
the hammerhead ribozyme is correctly copied from the template. If a sequence error occurs
during copying of this ribozyme, the tail grows longer until the same point is reached on
the subsequent cycle. This time, if the sequence is correctly copied, a double-length strand
is released, which can form a double-length circle. We firstly investigate the distribution of
sequence lengths expected under the action of this doubling mechanism. We then discuss
the requirements for a longer circle containing a beneficial gene to become fixed within
a population.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Basic Mechanism of Rolling Circle Replication

We simulate a population of RNAs with differing lengths and sequences. Rather than
store full RNA sequences at the single base level, we will represent sequences as strings of
characters where each character represents an RNA section of length roughly 25 bases. The
hammerhead ribozyme (HHRz) is represented as two characters AZ, where A and Z are
the 5′ and 3′ parts of the ribozyme that are formed when it cleaves. A HHRz is typically
50 nucleotides long; hence our choice of 25 for the length represented by one character. We
use the * character to indicate an RNA section with no particular sequence or function. Any
sequence, such as ****AZ**, which contains the AZ motif can cleave between the A and
the Z. The HHRz is able to re-ligate, leading to the formation of a new circular strand [29].
In our model, any sequence, such as Z*******A, with Z at its 5′ end and A at its 3′ end can
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circularize. Copying A and Z motifs creates their complementary sequences, denoted by a
and z. Copying a and z recreates A and Z. Replication proceeds in the reverse direction (3′

to 5′ on the template), therefore the complement of AZ is za. We assume that za is not itself
a HHRz, but it encodes a sequence that is complementary to the ribozyme. For repeated
replication to occur, the sequence must contain both AZ and za; therefore, the minimal
replicating circle has sequence ZzaA.

If we begin copying the template at z and proceed in the reverse direction around the
circular template, then we generate a complementary sequence ZzaAZzaAZzaA.... which
can cleave at each occurrence of the AZ motif to give multiple copies of ZzaA. This can
re-circularize and continue replication. This is illustrated in Figure 1. The ZzaA sequence is
self-complementary at the level of the character representation, but it need not be at the
single nucleotide level. For example, there may be two HHRz sequences, A1Z1 and A2Z2
with equivalent function but different base sequences. In this case, there would be plus and
minus strands Z1z2a2A1 and Z2z1a1A2, illustrated by blue and green strands in Figure 1.
Copying each of these gives rise to the other.
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Figure 1. Mechanism of non-enzymatic rolling circle replication. Blue and green strands are compli-
mentary plus and minus strands, each of which contains a ribozyme unit AZ and its complement
za. After one circuit around the template, a double strand is created. After another circuit, a tail is
produced. When the AZ motif is exposed in the tail, cleavage occurs, creating a linear strand that can
circularize and begin the cycle anew.

2.2. Model Details

Each RNA strand in the model is stored as a string of characters, as described above.
A rate ri is assigned to each sequence i in the model, which is the rate of the next event
that can happen to that sequence. Events are of different types but there is always only one
possible next event for each sequence. The method of Gillespie [39] is used to simulate the
stochastic occurrence of events. At each time step we calculate Rtot = ∑

i
ri, then a strand is

chosen randomly with a probability ri/Rtot. The event corresponding to sequence i then
occurs. The time is updated by an amount δt, which is a random variable chosen from the
probability distribution P(δt) = Rtot exp(−Rtotδt). Thus, exactly one random event occurs
in every time step.

A strand may either be linear or circular. A linear strand is able to fold to a structure
at rate R f old; therefore we set the rate ri to be R f old for linear strands. For a linear strand
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that begins with Z and ends with A, the folding event brings the two ends together in the
appropriate arrangement for ligation. When this event occurs, the linear strand becomes a
single-stranded circle. A linear strand that does not have both Z and A at its ends cannot
form a circle. When folding of such a strand occurs, it forms a folded linear strand that
does not undergo any further events. In this case, we set ri = 0, so it is never selected for
further events.

The rate ri for a single stranded circle is set to Rsyn, the rate of synthesis of a single
character in the complementary strand. When this event occurs, a random position is
chosen on the template circle and a complementary sequence is initiated with the character
that is complementary to the template character. An example is shown in Table 1, Event
1. The sequence before the colon denotes the template and the sequence after the colon
denotes the complementary strand. The variable last is used to store the position on the
template of the last character added. In this case, the A that has been synthesized is
complementary to the a in the template, which is at position 3 in the template; therefore
last = 3.

Table 1. Example of a series of events occurring on a circular template. Sequences before the colon
are template circles. Sequences after the colon are complementary strands. Underlined sequences in
the complement are single-stranded tails.

Event From State Last To State Last Rate

1 ZzaA - ZzaA: A 3 Rsyn

2 ZzaA: A 3 ZzaA: AZ 2 Rsyn

3 ZzaA: AZ 2 ZzaA: AZz 1 Rsyn

4 ZzaA: AZz 1 ZzaA: AZza 4 Rsyn

5 ZzaA: AZza 4 ZzaA: AZzaA 3 Rdis

6
cleavage ZzaA: AZzaA 3 ZzaA: AZzaAZ

→ A + ZzaA: ZzaAZ
2
2 Rdis

7
cleavage ZzaA: ZzaAZzaA 3 ZzaA: ZzaAZzaAZ

→ ZzaA + ZzaA: ZzaAZ
2
2 Rdis

When the complementary strand is shorter than the length of the template circle,
we suppose that synthesis of the next complementary character occurs at the same rate
ri = Rsyn. When this event occurs, an extra character is added to the complementary
sequence, as in Event 2 in Table 1. As synthesis goes in the reverse direction on the
template, last is decreased by 1. If last was 1 prior to the event, then it is set to the length of
the template (because the template is circular). Synthesis can proceed by several events
until the length of the complementary strand reaches the length of the template circle
(Events 3 and 4).

At this point, further addition to the 3′ end of the growing strand requires displacement
of the 5′ end. We set the rate to ri = Rdis in this case. We assume that the rate of synthesis
involving strand-displacement, Rdis, is slower than the rate of synthesis on an unobstructed
single strand, Rsyn, as discussed by Tupper and Higgs [13]. The complementary strand
produced after Event 5 has a single-stranded tail emerging from the circle. This is the initial
A at the 5′ end of the complementary sequence (underlined in Table 1). After one further
event, the tail has grown to AZ. We assume that the ribozyme cleaves instantaneously
whenever the AZ motif arises in the free tail. In this case, a single A is cleaved off. This A is
a linear strand which cannot circularize. It will fold to form a folded linear strand that plays
no active role. The complementary strand on the circle can continue to grow by strand
displacement. After several more steps, Event 7 will occur, which leads to cleavage of a
complete ZzaA, which will circularize and initiate replication. Thus the cycle is complete.

The first sequence to be cleaved off is usually an incomplete fragment that cannot
circularize, as with the single A in this case. The length of this fragment will depend on the
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position at which the first synthesis event occurs on a new circle. Only if the new strand
is initiated with the Z will the first sequence formed be complete. However, once one
fragment is released, subsequent sequences cleaved will always be complete (i.e., equal
length to the template).

2.3. Mutations

In the above examples, we assumed perfectly accurate sequence replication, so that
each character in the template always created its complementary character in the comple-
mentary strand. However, in the simulations below, we allow deleterious mutations to
occur with probability u per character. Characters A, a, Z, and z represent specific sequences
with structure and function. Each of these is accurately replicated to its complementary
character with probability 1 − u. With probability u, a deleterious mutation occurs. The
new character is *, which represents a sequence with no function. If the template character
is *, this is always copied to another *. We ignore mutations that create functional characters
from * because they are expected to be much rarer than deleterious mutations.

Mutations in the hammerhead motifs can create strands that have interesting proper-
ties. Suppose we are copying the template ZzaA, and a mutation occurs when either the
z or the a is being synthesized. The resulting sequence is a 4-mer Z*aA or Zz*A. Both of
these sequences can circularize because they have intact Z and A. However, if replication
begins on these templates, the complement will not contain the AZ motif, therefore the tail
will never cleave. Thus if a mutation occurs in the za motif, this leads to circles whose tails
can never cleave. We call these non-cleaving circles (as shown in Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Mutations when copying minimal length circles give three kinds of strands with different
behavior. A mutation in the za motif (either z*, *a, or **) gives a non-cleaving circle which produces
a complementary strand that can never cleave. A mutation in the AZ motif creates a halving circle
which goes on to produce circles of half its own length. A mutation in both motifs produces a circle
of double the original length that can stably replicate.

On the other hand, if a mutation occurs when the AZ motif is being synthesized, this
produces ZzaA* or Zza*Z in the growing tail. These tails do not cleave at the appropriate
point because they do not contain AZ, however if there is no mutation on the next time
around the circle, then we arrive at a tail such as ZzaA*zaAZ, which cleaves to give
ZzaA*zaA. This is a double-length strand (an 8-mer) that can circularize. It contains only
one functional AZ motif but two za motifs. We call this a halving circle (see Figure 2),
because if replication begins on this 8-mer, it will cleave in two places, producing two 4-
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mers. If no further mutations occur, replication of ZzaA*zaA will produce the reproducing
4-mer ZzaA, and the non-cleaving sequence Z*aA.

If a second mutation occurs during replication of the halving sequence, then one of
the two cleaving motifs can disappear. This produces an 8-mer such as Zza*Z*aA, that can
accurately replicate because it contains one AZ and one za. This sequence could also have
been produced if two mutations occurred at once during replication of the initial 4-mer.
The remaining half motifs in the 8-mer will soon disappear by further mutation because
there is no longer any selection acting on them. This would yield Zza****A. We see that
mutations in the hammerhead motifs give a built-in mechanism by which longer-length
rolling circles can be created. All possible multiples of the original 4-mer can be made.
For example, 12-mers can be made directly from a 4-mer if there are mutations on two
passages around the circle but not on the third—16-mers can be made by doubling an
8-mer, and so on. A minimal length 4-mer encodes only the ribozyme motifs necessary
for its own replication. However, if longer sequences arise containing non-functional *
regions, it is possible for beneficial functional sequences to eventually arise in these regions
by de novo mutation. This means that the initial 4-mers could evolve from simple minimal
replicators to chromosomes that encode genes that are of useful function to the cell that
contains them. We investigate the possibility of encoding beneficial genes further below,
after first considering replication of circles without any other function.

2.4. Protocell Compartments

We consider a system in which circles are replicating inside protocell compartments.
Monomers are supplied from outside. The protocell membranes are assumed to be per-
meable to monomers but not RNA strands. Cell division is coupled to replication of the
rolling circles. When the number of strands in any one cell reaches a maximum S0, the cell
divides in two, with strands distributed randomly between the two daughter cells. The
program has N memory slots defined for cells, which allows up to N cells to be present in
the population. When a cell division occurs, one of the daughter cells remains in the mem-
ory slot of the parent, and the other one is placed in a random memory slot, overwriting
whatever was in that slot. This insures that cells compete for limited resources. There is
also a small loss rate Rloss at which cells become empty at random. We include this loss
rate in addition to maintaining the limit of N cells in order to ensure that cells that cannot
replicate are destroyed eventually. This guarantees the existence of an error threshold, i.e.,
a maximum mutation rate above which the whole population of cells dies out because the
average cell division rate becomes slower than Rloss.

Compartments are often introduced into models of RNA replicators as a means of
preventing the invasion of parasitic sequences. In models for polymerase ribozymes,
parasites will destroy the polymerases in a well-mixed system, but the polymerases survive
when replication occurs in compartments [2,33,40]. Selection at the level of compartments
selects for cooperatively replicating sequences which enable rapid cell growth and division.
This can overcome selection at the level of individual sequences, which favors rapidly
replicating parasites. In the current model, however, we are assuming that replication is non-
enzymatic, and it does not depend on cooperative polymerase ribozymes. A population of
rolling circles replicating non-enzymatically would survive even in a well-mixed system, if
the mutation rate were not too high to prevent replication of the hammerhead ribozyme.
However, we are also interested here in the possibility of selection for beneficial genes
encoded on the rolling circles. These genes cannot survive in a well-mixed system because
any benefit they create would be diluted across the whole system and would give a very
small benefit to all sequences equally, whether or not they encoded the beneficial gene.
If protocell compartments are present, then the effects of a beneficial gene apply only to
sequences in the same cell. The presence of a beneficial gene therefore benefits the sequence
that encodes the gene relative to sequences in other cells that do not possess the gene. As
the existence of protocells is essential for the evolution of beneficial genes, we will introduce
protocells into this model right from the beginning.
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3. Results
3.1. Basic Model—Length Distributions and Error Threshold Behaviour

The model was run with parameters shown in Table 2. We used values reported
in the literature to approximate the orders of magnitude between our parameters. The
rate of non-enzymatic addition of a 25-base character with strand displacement, Rdis, was
defined as our point of reference with a value of 1 h−1, and we assumed that the Rsyn
rate (which does not require strand displacement) is 100 times faster. When probing for
an error threshold, as we do later in this section, the rate of cell death Rloss is defined as
1 × 10−3 h−1. This is much less than the rate of cell division when the mutation rate is low,
but when u approaches the error threshold, cell division becomes very slow and eventually
falls below Rloss. When u is small and we are not close to an error threshold, it makes little
difference whether Rloss is zero or has a small positive value. We expect folding of a strand
into its secondary structure to be a relatively fast event, so we set R f old to 100 h−1. We do
not know exact values for these rate parameters but we aim to correctly identify fast and
slow steps. Though we use hours as our time unit for simplicity, it is only the relative size
of the rates that effects the outcome of our model.

Table 2. Standard values for model parameters.

Reaction Rate Description

Rdis 1 h−1 Rate of copying a single character when strand displacement is required

Rsyn 100 h−1 Rate of copying a single character when synthesis is possible without strand displacement

R f old 100 h−1 Rate at which a linear strand folds into its secondary structure

Rloss 1× 10−3 h−1 Rate at which a cell dies from lack of materials

N 200 Number of protocells in population

So 20 Maximum number of strands per protocell

We begin with a single circular ZzaA sequence per cell. After allowing the system
to reach a steady state, the mean number of strands per cell of each length and type was
counted and averaged over time. Strands are classified as one of four types, indicated by
colours in Figure 3. Reproducing strands are those which have one complete AZ motif and
one complete za. Non-Cleaving strands have one complete AZ motif and no za. Halving
strands are those which have one complete AZ and more than one complete za. Fragments
are those which do not have Z and A at the ends, and which therefore cannot circularize.

In Figure 3A, the mutation probability is 0. The only sequences that arise are accurate
copies of ZzaA, which are reproducing strands of length 4, and fragments of lengths less
than 4 which are created as the first product strand of each new rolling circle. In Figure 3B,
the mutation probability is u = 0.15. Circles of lengths equal to multiples of 4 are now seen,
as well as fragments of all the other lengths. Non-Cleaving and Halving circles are found
as well as Reproductive circles.

As the mutation probability increases as shown in Figure 3C (u = 0.3) and Figure 3D
(u = 0.5), the number of reproductive circles decreases and the relative proportion halving
and non-cleaving strands increases until the system meets an error threshold where replica-
tion can no longer keep up with the loss rate, as shown in Figure 4. At this point, all types
of strands disappear, because they cannot be maintained without continued replication
of the reproductive circles. The observed error threshold of u = 0.6 is the probability of a
deleterious mutation in a single character (A, Z etc.). As each character represents a length
roughly 25 bases, u = 25uper−base fdel , where uper−base is the point mutation rate per base,
and fdel is the fraction of mutations that are deleterious, i.e., the fraction of mutations within
the structural region of the hammerhead that destroy the function of the hammerhead. This
region contains loops whose sequence may not be important and paired regions in which
compensatory changes may occur. Thus, fdel may be considerably less than 1. If we assume
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fdel = 0.5, then an error threshold of 0.6 in u corresponds to a threshold of 0.048 in uper−base,
which is not unreasonably small. The threshold value of 0.6 is dependent on the loss rate of
cells, and would be higher if the loss rate were lower.
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3.2. Insertions and Deletions

The 4-mer ZzaA is the shortest sequence having both the hammerhead and its com-
plement. It is therefore the most rapidly replicating type of circle in this model. There is
no reason why the self-cleaving ribozymes should initially appear on a minimal length
sequence. However, we expect there to be strong selection for speed of replication; therefore
if the hammerhead motifs initially appear on a longer circle, we expect relatively quick
evolution toward the minimal-length circle due to deletions of the non-functional parts
of the circle. Insertions and deletions (indels) can occur via the slipped-strand mispairing
mechanism [41]. This tends to produce short tandem repeats which are often seen in viral
genes [41,42].

Indels are introduced into the model in the following way. Each time a character is
copied, an insertion occurs with probability uindel , a deletion occurs with probability uindel ,
or neither with probability 1− 2uindel . In the case of an insertion, a * character is inserted in
the growing sequence after the character that was just copied. In the case of a deletion, the
character that was just copied is deleted, but the position of growing end on the template
(indicated by last) still advances by one.

Figure 5 considers a case where the first replicating circle that arises happens to be
an 8-mer Zza****A. Each cell in the population begins with one copy of this 8-mer. The
mutation rate is u = 0.15 and the indel rate is uindel = 0.015. After a relatively number of time
steps in the Gillespie algorithm T = 2 × 104, shown in Figure 5A, 7-mers have evolved from
this by deletion, and double-length circles have arisen from both the 8-mer and the 7-mer by
the doubling mechanism described above. After a much longer number of steps T = 2× 106,
shown in Figure 5B, reproducing circles of lengths 4, 5 and 6 have also evolved by deletion.
The length distribution converges to a state in which the 4-mers are most frequent, together
with multiples of the 4-mer created by the doubling mechanism, and small numbers of 5,
6, and 7-mers which are replenished by the insertions occurring in the 4-mer. In the case
where uindel << u, the 5, 6 and 7-mers will be much less frequent than the 4-mers because
selection favours rapid replication. In this case, the length distribution will consist of the
minimal-length 4-mer and its multiples that arise via the doubling mechanism, as was
already shown in Figure 3B.
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Although we do not know with any certainty the rates of the mutation and selection
processes that would have applied in the RNA World, we expect that point mutation rates
associated with non-enzymatic replication would be quite large, as measure experimen-
tally [7,8]. On the other hand, indel rates might be much smaller than this. We expect
selection for increased replication rate to be strong, and therefore to operate on a short
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time scale of a few cell divisions. Under the assumption that insertions and deletions were
rare and occurred with roughly equal frequency, then rare deletions would spread rapidly
due to selection, whereas rare insertions would be eliminated by selection as fast as they
could originate. This would result in a population dominated by minimal-length circles,
which would have no additional non-coding regions that might evolve to encode beneficial
genes. In order for a substantial numbers of longer sequences to be maintained in the
population (with space available for beneficial genes), there must be a mechanism of length-
ening circles that operates sufficiently rapidly to counter selection for rapidly replicating,
minimal-length circles. The doubling mechanism that we have seen here, does indeed work
rapidly, because it occurs on the time scale of single point mutations that render the HHRz
non-functional. Thus, we argue that the doubling mechanism is important for creating a
population containing circles substantially longer than the minimum length.

3.3. Beneficial Genes

Up to this point, we have considered circles that replicate but encode no additional
function. We now introduce a ribozyme with beneficial function for the cell, represented by
character B. Copying B gives its complement b, and vice versa. Mutations may occur with
probability u to give a non-functional character *. We assume the B ribozyme is functional
only when it is in a folded linear strand. It is not functional when it is part of a circular strand
being used as a template, or part of the complementary strand that is being synthesized on a
rolling circle. The b character is also assumed to be non-functional. The simulation keeps track
of the number of functional ribozymes nB in each cell (i.e., the number of occurrences of the B
character in folded linear sequences). Each functional ribozyme gives an increase β in the rates
of polymerization. For a cell with nB ribozymes, the rate of strand-displacement is increased
to Rdis(1+ βnB). We are assuming that beneficial ribozyme speeds up polymerization by
contributing in some way to the metabolic reactions in the cell. Replication of all strands in the
cell is benefitted equally, not just the strand on which the B gene is present. The B ribozyme
does not represent a polymerase that binds to one specific template at a time, and it does not
require to bind to a template in order to give the beneficial effect.

With the rules of the model as specified above, when a new linear strand is cleaved
from a rolling circle, it folds at a rate R f old. Cleavage can only occur between the A and Z
characters. Therefore, every sequence ends with A. If the strand begins with a Z character
(arising from the previous cleavage or from starting synthesis with this character), then the
strand can circularize. We have assumed that folding of the sequence represents formation
of the structure that brings to two ends together and allows circularization. A strand
beginning with Z always forms a circle. A fragmentary strand not beginning with Z cannot
form a circle and always forms a folded linear strand. When B genes are not present in the
model, a folded linear strand plays no role, but when B genes are included, a folded linear
strand becomes a beneficial ribozyme whenever it contains a B character. Thus with these
rules of the model, the B gene can only have a useful function if it arises in a fragmentary
sequence produced from the first incomplete cycle of a rolling circle. B genes in complete
copies of the circle, always end up as new circular templates without contributing to the
function of the cell.

This suggests that we need a new kind of hammerhead ribozyme whose rate of cir-
cularization is tunable. We represent the tunable ribozyme by the characters AY, and their
complement ya. Whenever AY appears in the tail of a rolling circle, cleavage of the strand is
assumed to be immediate (as with AZ). This produces an unfolded linear strand. Folding of
all linear strands occurs at the same rate R f old. If the strand begins with Y, then when folding
occurs, a circle is produced with probability fcirc and a folded linear strand with probability
1− fcirc. Strands beginning with Z always form a circle ( fcirc = 1). Fragmentary strands that
begin with neither Y nor Z always form a folded linear strand ( fcirc = 0).

Adding the fcirc parameter introduces a trade-off between circularization, which pro-
duces a new template, and folding to a linear strand, which allows the expression of a
beneficial ribozyme. A wide variety of hammerhead ribozymes are known with various
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distinct configurations, sequences, and rates [26]. Metallic ion concentration has also been
suggested to change catalytic activity in the HHRz [25]. Thus it is likely that such tunability
is evolutionarily possible. As a minimal-length 4-mer without B genes will always benefit
from forming a circle, there should be strong selection for rapidly circularizing ribozymes on
minimal circles. Therefore, we began with Z-type ribozymes (with fcirc = 1) on the minimal
circles. Y-type ribozymes (with fcirc < 1) can only be beneficial when B genes also exist.

We now wish to determine the range of parameters for which the presence of a B gene
increases the reproduction rate of the cells which contain it. The most common type of
sequence arising, other than the minimal 4-mer is the double-length 8-mer. Therefore, we
suppose that the B gene arises initially on an 8-mer with sequence YzaB***A, which we
call a plus strand because it encodes a functional B ribozyme. The complementary minus
strand (accounting for circularity) is Zya***bA. The minus strand always benefits from
circularization; therefore, we assume a Z-type ribozyme on the minus strand. The plus
strand has a trade-off between circularization and expression of the B genes; therefore, we
assume a Y-type ribozyme on the plus strand.

We ran simulations in which each cell began with one copy of the 4-mer plus strand.
After reaching a steady state, the simulation was run for a period of 106 simulation steps
and the average number of divisions per cell per unit time was measured. This is shown
in Figure 6. For comparison, we also measure the division rate of cells that begin with
the minimal 4-mer ZzzA (shown as a dashed line in Figure 6). The mutation and indel
probabilities u and uindel were set to zero in these simulations, so the only replicating
sequences that arise are the 8-mers or 4-mers that we begin with, and there is only one type
of replicating sequence in each cell.
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containing minimal-length 4-mers. The reproduction rate of the 8-mer cells depends on the size of the
beneficial effect, β, and the circularization probability of the hammerhead, fcirc. There is no mutation
in this figure: u = 0 and uindel = 0. (A) shows lower values of β, where the reproduction rate of the
8-mer cells is comparable to that of the 4-mer cells, or less. (B) shows higher values of β, where the
reproduction rate of the 8-mer cells is much higher than the 4-mer cells.
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When there is no benefit of the B gene (β = 0 in Figure 6A), cells containing the
8-mers always reproduce more slowly than cells containing the 4-mers. In this case, the
division rate of the 8-mer cells is maximum when fcirc is 1. There is no advantage to not
forming a circle if the B gene does not produce a benefit to the cell. When β > 0, there is an
optimal value of fcirc in the range 0.3 to 0.5 for the parameters shown. The trade-off favors
increasing the expression of the B gene at the expense of reducing the number of templates.
For β = 0.2, the division rate of the 8-mer cells remains lower than the 4-mer cells across
the whole range of fcirc. For β = 0.4, the division rate of the 8-cells just exceeds the 4-mer
cells when fcirc is close to its optimal value. For β ≥ 0.6, the division rate of the 8-cells
exceeds the 4-mer cells across most of the range of fcirc. Higher values of β are shown in
Figure 6B. For β > 1, the 8-mer cells reproduce much faster than the 4-mer cells. It can also
be seen that even when fcirc= 1 (when a Y gene always circularizes), the division rate of the
8-mer cells still increases with β. So there is some benefit given by the B genes even when
the only functional B ribozymes are on the incomplete fragments.

3.4. Spread of a Beneficial Gene

So far, we have shown that cells containing double-length circles with a beneficial
genes can sometimes out-compete cells containing minimal-length circles. However, we
assumed above that the longer circle with the beneficial gene was already established in
a separate cell from the cells containing minimal 4-mers. More realistically, the beneficial
gene is likely to first arise as a single copy inside a cell that also contains minimal 4-mers.
The longer circle is at a disadvantage relative to minimal 4-mers in the same cell because it
replicates more slowly. Spread of the beneficial 8-mer requires the selection at the cell level
to exceed the disadvantage at the molecular level.

In this section, we begin with a population of cells containing minimal 4-mers and
allow it to come to an equilibrium under mutation u = 0.15, so that the cells also contain
8-mers, 12-mers, etc. We then change one * character on a single 8-mer to a B. We choose
the 8-mer because it is the most abundant strand greater than 4. We also change the Z
character on this same strand to a Y with fcirc = 0.3, because this is close to the value at
which the 8-mer cells reproduce most rapidly in Figure 6.

After introduction of the single B gene, we track how many cells contain circles with
the B gene or its complement b. Cells can be divided into four types: those with the
beneficial genes, B or b, and no 4-mers, those with 4-mers and no beneficial gene, those
with both, and those with neither. 8-mer circles without B or b will arise from duplication
of the 4-mers or mutation of B and b characters to *. These circles are counted as having
neither a 4-mer or a beneficial 8-mer. Multiples of the 8-mer which have a B gene will arise
by duplication of the 8-mers, and strands shorter than 8 with the benefit can arise from
deletions. These are counted as having a benefit but no 4-mers.

The results of such a simulation are shown in Figure 7. The first arrow (at time close to
40 h) shows the point at which the single B gene was added with β = 5. Cells which contain
both 4-mers and beneficial 8-mers remain rare for a long time after this. The second arrow
(at time close to 50 h) shows the point at which the first cell containing beneficial 8-mers and
no 4-mers appears. The appearance of the first cell of this type requires a cell-division event
in which all beneficial 8-mers from a mixed cell segregate to one daughter cell while all
4-mers segregate to the other daughter. This is relatively rare, but once cells of this type are
created, they rapidly multiply. In Figure 7, cells containing only beneficial 8-mers become
the dominant type by about time 80 h. Mixed cells disappear at around time 80 h because
they are out-competed by the cells with only beneficial 8-mers. However, this simulation
also includes indels; therefore 4-mers can also be created by deletions occurring in 8-mers.
This recreates mixed cells later in the simulation (around time 100 h), however these mixed
cells do not take over the population, because selection against them is quite strong.

The scenario seen in Figure 7 shows how a beneficial gene arising on a longer sequence
can eventually spread to a high frequency in the population. This requires the creation
of a cell that contains only beneficial 8-mer circles without any minimal circles, which is
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relatively rare. It is more likely that the beneficial 8-mers will disappear whilst they are
still rare in the population, either due to deleterious mutations in the B gene or due to
death of the mixed cells containing the B genes. If the beneficial 8-mers disappear before
the creation of a cell containing only beneficial 8-mers, then they will not spread through
the population.
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Figure 7. Graph showing number of cells in a 100 cell population divided into those with beneficial
genes and no 4-mers, those with 4-mers and no beneficial gene, those with both, and those with
neither. Time is in simulation hours. The first arrow shows the point at which the beneficial gene
was added with β = 5. The second arrow shows the point at which the first cell appears containing
beneficial 8-mers but no 4-mers. u = 0.15 and uindel = 0.015 in this graph.

We measured how often this occurs by running our simulation multiple times. In each
run, a single B gene was introduced on an 8-mer. The simulation was continued until one
of two stop criteria was reached: either (i) the beneficial gene disappeared completely; or
(ii) the number cells containing beneficial 8-mers and no 4-mers reached at least 90% of
the population. The percentage of runs in which the beneficial 8-mer cells spread to high
frequency is plotted against mutation probability u in Figure 8 for different values of the
benefit parameter β.
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Only a small percentage of the runs lead to spread of the beneficial gene, and high
values of β are required in order to get appreciable probabilities of spread. For β = 5, the
maximum probability of spread is only about 2.3%. In comparison with Figure 6B, we see
that the reproduction rate of 8-mer cells with β = 5 and fcirc = 0.3 is approximately 8 times
higher than for a 4-mer cell. A beneficial gene that gave an immediate 8-fold increase in
fitness would have a very high probability of fixation in the usual approximation for the
fixation rate used in population genetics [43]. However, the usual theory for the fixation
probability does not apply in our case, because there are multiple strands in each cell. The
reproduction rate of a cell depends on the mixture of genetic strands that it contains and
also on the number of copies of folded ribozymes, which is variable. Mixed cells containing
both 4-mers and 8-mers with the B gene do not spread to high frequencies. The spread of
the B gene only occurs if a cell is established that contains the beneficial gene but no 4-mers
(as shown in Figure 7). For this reason, the probability of spread is quite small, even when
the benefit is large. To check that the B gene cannot spread due to spread of mixed cells,
we ran additional simulations in which the run was stopped on three separate conditions:
either (i) the beneficial gene dies out; (ii) cells containing the B gene and no 4-mers reach
90% of total; or (iii) mixed cells with both the B gene and 4-mers reach 90%. It was found
that the runs never stopped due to criterion (iii). Thus, it was never observed that mixed
cells reach high proportion.

For each value of β in Figure 8, a peak occurs in the probability of spread at around
u = 0.15. The peak occurs because when u is very low, the 4-mers replicate accurately. There
are few 8-mer (or longer) circles created. If a B gene arises on an 8-mer, it is in a cell that
contains almost entirely 4-mers. It therefore has a low chance of spread. As u increases,
replication of the 4-mers is less accurate, and most of the cells also contain significant
numbers of 8-mers and longer circles. If a B gene arises on an 8-mer in this case, it has
fewer 4-mers to compete with, and it is less likely to die out before the creation of a cell
that contains only beneficial 8-mers. Thus the spread probability of the B gene is larger. If u
is too high, however, B genes disappear due to deleterious mutations. We assumed that the
mutation probability u of B to * is the same as that of A and Z.

The results in Figures 7 and 8 have zero indel rate, uindel = 0. We supposed that the
B gene arises on an 8-mer because 8-mers are the most common type of longer sequence.
However, if uindel is not zero, then shorter circles containing the beneficial gene can also
arise by deletion. If the initial beneficial 8-mer is YzaB***A, as before, then deletions of the
* characters can occur, giving 7-mers and 6-mers and, eventually, the 5-mer YzaBA. The
B gene can also be deleted, giving the original minimal 4-mer YzaA. Thus, the long-term
survival of the B gene depends on competition of the 5-mer and the 4-mer. We investigated
this case by beginning with a population of cells each containing the 8-mer YzaB***A, and
allowing the simulation to reach a steady state. When the indel rate is small (uindel = 0.015)
and the benefit is fairly large (β = 5), 5-mers YzaBA become dominant, alongside multiples
of the 5-mer which also contain B genes (shown in Figure 9A). If the indel rate is too large,
however, or if the benefit is too small, the minimal 4-mers arise. Figure 9B shows the final
steady-state distribution when uindel = 0.015 and β = 1. The B gene has been lost, and we
have a distribution of the 4-mer and its multiples.

In summary—in order for the B gene to survive, it has to maintain itself against dele-
terious mutations, deletions and selection favoring shorter sequences. These results show
that this is fairly difficult, and it by no means occurs every time. However, at least some-
times, a beneficial gene becomes established. Thus, there is a route that leads from minimal,
non-functional replicators towards replicating strands that encode beneficial functions.
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4. Discussion

We have shown that the rolling circle mechanism is a feasible way of maintaining
replication of RNA strands in a population of protocells. Rolling circles have the unusual
property that point mutations that prevent cleavage of the HHRzs give rise to doublings
of lengths of the circles, and yet the ribozyme is not eliminated by the mutation because
there is a second chance of correctly copying the same template on the next passage of the
circle. Under the assumption that these point mutations are more frequent than deletions
that would eliminate non-essential parts of the circles, then we expect a broad distribution
of sequence lengths to arise, whereas in absence of this doubling mechanism, we would
expect small deletions plus selection for rapid replication to lead to almost entirely minimal
length circles. We have assumed that beneficial genes can occasionally arise in non-coding
regions of circles. However, the de novo appearance of beneficial genes is presumably very
rare, so a mechanism is required that maintains appreciable frequencies of circles that are
significantly longer than the minimal length.

As argued in the introduction, our principal reason for considering circular templates
is that we require a strand displacement mechanism to avoid product inhibition and this
is only likely to work on a circular template. However, this leads to several other points
that are relevant for the evolution of chromosomes carrying useful genes. We assumed
that the first circuit of the rolling circle occurs at a more rapid rate than subsequent circuits
because the first one does not require strand displacement, whereas subsequent circuits do.
For this reason, a circular template is almost always in a double-stranded state. This has
important consequences for the stability of the genetic molecule, because it is known that
double stranded RNAs are much less prone to degradation than single strands. Another
advantage of circular strands as templates might be increased processivity of polymerase
ribozymes. Recently developed polymerases have a clamp domain that wraps around the
template [6]; hence if the template is circular, the polymerase can proceed multiple times
around the same template.

In RNA World models there is always an apparent conflict between the need of a
sequence to act both as a gene and a ribozyme. Presumably the folding of a strand to
a functional ribozyme structure prevents its operation as a template. The rolling circle
mechanism leads to an immediate distinction between double-stranded circles that are used
as templates and folded linear single strands that function as ribozymes. We have pointed
out that the relative rate of formation of folded strands to new circular templates is a tunable,
evolvable property of the HHRzs (modelled by the fcirc parameter). If the circle does not
encode beneficial genes, then it should always re-circularize as fast as possible ( fcirc = 1).
The same is true for the negative strand of a circle encoding a beneficial ribozyme. However,
the positive strand requires a balance between folding and re-circularizing, meaning that
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there is an optimal value of fcirc, as shown in Figure 6. The independent evolution of
fcirc on plus and minus strands allows the relative numbers of plus and minus circles and
folded ribozymes to be optimized to increase overall replication rate. The division of labour
between template and catalyst has been discussed previously in the context of the origin
of DNA [44], but in the current model this arises naturally in the RNA World without the
need for a second kind of genetic polymer.

In the current paper, we have only considered circles with a single beneficial gene, but
rolling circles could in principle encode multiple types of beneficial genes, as proposed
in [33]. Placing multiple genes on a chromosome strand is beneficial from the point of
view of coordinating gene replication, but it introduces the need for a mechanism to allow
folding of functional ribozymes on separate linear strands—i.e., a need to distinguish
transcription of a single ribozyme from replication of a chromosome. In the rolling circle
mechanism, different beneficial genes on the same strand could be separated by copies
of HHRzs, which would allow some strands to be cleaved into separate single folded
ribozymes while other strands re-circularize and become templates. This might avoid the
need to evolve separate transcriptional start and stop signals for each gene. We suspect
that this would only work for a relatively small number of genes, however, because it will
be necessary at least sometimes to complete replication of the whole circle before cleavage
occurs at intermediate positions. This problem would increase the advantage of separate
smaller circles encoding a single gene relative to longer circles with multiple genes.

In a single cell, shorter circles always replicate faster than longer ones. When consider-
ing the origins of the 8-mer circles containing the beneficial gene in Figure 7, we showed
that the longer circle only spreads after it eventually manages to get into a cell that does not
contain any 4-mers. A similar issue would arise when considering competition between
separate circles containing one beneficial gene each and longer circles with multiple genes.
However, once a multi-gene circle becomes established in a separate cell, this cell is likely
to multiply rapidly.

In summary, the occurrence of circles in abiotic RNA polymerization [21,22], the ease
with which self-cleaving ribozymes arise de novo [30], the ability of polymerase ribozymes
to copy circular templates [6,19], and the natural occurrence of circular viroids [18] all point
to the importance of circular templates in RNA replication. Developments in experimental
methods for non-enzymatic and ribozyme-catalyzed replication may soon make it possible
to study the evolution and replication of circular templates in experiments and potentially
advance our understanding of the origins of life.
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